
CLOUD Accessibility: Phone
Welcome

This project, sponsored jointly by the Royal National Institute for Blind People and the University
of Hertfordshire is designed to ensure that all technology is as accessible to visually impaired people
as to normally sighted people.

We aim to obtain key information that will influence the design of CLOUD applications to
make them easier to use for both visually impaired and normally sighted people

CLOUD applications, where activities happen on a remote computer, ‘in the cloud’ rather than on an
individual's PC include: storage e.g. dropbox, icloud, sharepoint, etc.; email via a browser e.g.
googlemail, hotmail, etc.; word processors, spread sheets e.g. google docs; and social e.g. facebook,
twitter, skype, youtube.

Key issues 

How is the cloud currently used for work and leisure?
Problems for smart phones & tablets?
Problems for visually impaired people?
Wish lists for improvements

The survey should take from 5 to 15 minutes. It is completely confidential. Your responses will not be
individually identifiable.

Most questions are required. If  not required, you will be told.

Clicking on next will be taken as consent to participate in the study. You are free to withdraw at
any point.

Further information: Professor Diana Kornbrot, d.e.kornbrot@herts.ac.uk.

The project has been approved by the Psychology Ethics Committee at the University of
Hertfordshire (protocol number PSY/08/12/DK/JKL/GG ).

About YOU

1. Age? *

younger than 18

mailto:d.e.kornbrot@herts.ac.uk


2. Occupation. Check all that apply *

3. Visual status *

-- Please Select --
blind before 1st birthday
blind between 1st and fifth birthdat
blind for more than 1 year after fifth birthday
blind for less than 1 year after fifth birthday
partially sighted for more than 1 year
partially sighted for less than 1 year
normal vision (with or without glasses)

Technology & Accessibility

4. Leisure: which of the following do you use for leisure. Check all that apply *

18-35

36-65

older than 65

student

employed full time

employed part time

unemployed

voluntary worker

retired

Windows 7

Windows vista

Windows XP

Windows other

Mac O S X

Mac O S



5. Work. Which of these do you use at work. Check all that apply *

6. Do you use speech input? *

ipad

android tablet

iphone

android phone

blackberry

nokia

other, any kind 

Windows 7

Windows vista

Windows XP

Windows other

Mac O S X

Mac O S

other computer

ipad

android tablet

iphone

android phone

blackberry

nokia

other, any kind 

Unaware speech input possible



7. Do you use any gesture input? E.g. on tablet, smart phone or touch sensitive PCs *

8. Accessibility tools: screen enlargers & magnifiers *

Screen Readers

9. How easy is it for you to use Jaws *

No, although aware

Dragon

Windows Speech to text

Apple Speech tools

Other 

No

Finger gestures only

The Rotor only

Finger gestures and the Rotor

Other 

Use enlarger only

Use screen reader only

Use both enlarger and screen reader

Use neither

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK



10. How easy is it for you to use NVDA? *

11. How easy is it for you to use System Access or System Access To Go? *

12. How easy is it for you to use Voiceover? *

Hard

Very hard

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard



13. How easy is it for you to use Nuance Talks? *

14. How easy is it for you to use Mobile speak? *

15. Which screen reader do you use most often? May not be listed above. Not required

16. How easy is it for you to use most used screen reader?

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Already rated

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard



Magnifiers

17. How easy is it for you to use Magnifier for Windows? *

18. How easy is it for you to use ZoomText *

19. How easy is it for you to use Apple MAC Magnifier Tools? *

Very hard

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard



20. Which enlarger do you use most often? May not be listed above. Not required

21. How easy is it for you to use most used screen enlarger. Not required?

CLOUD applications

22. Storage. How easy is it for you to use dropbox? *

23. How easy is it for you to use google drive or google account? *

Already rated

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Never heard of it

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Never heard of it

Do not use

Very easy



24. Storage. How easy is it for you to use skydrive? *

25. Storage. How easy is it for you to use sharepoint? *

26. Name the CLOUD storage application you use most often (e.g. dropbox, skydrive, sharepoint). Not
required..

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Never heard of it

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Never heard of it

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard



27. Storage. How easy to use is your most used storage application. Not required.

28. Word processing. How easy is it for you to use google docs? *

29. Word processing. How easy is it for you to use office 365? *

Already rated

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Never heard of it

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Never heard of it

Do not use

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard



30. Name the CLOUD wordprocessing application you use most often. E.g. google docs, adobe, etc.
Not required.

31. Word processing. How easy is it for you to use your most used cloud word processor? Not
required

32. Social. How easy is it for you to social software, e.g facebook? Not required *

Cloud usage

33. List your main reasons for using CLOUD applications, in order of preference. Up to 5. Not required
if do not use cloud applications

1

2

Already rated

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard

Already rated

Very easy

Easy

OK

Hard

Very hard



3

4

5

34. List the main problems you have had using CLOUD applications, in order of seriousness. Up to 5.
Not required, if no problems

1

2

3

4

5

35. My main concern about using the CLOUD are, click all that apply *

36. For me, working in the CLOUD is *

CLOUD use at work

Note. For work, please include volutary work

37. Main work organisation has *

Security/privacy of data

Unable to work without internet connection

Diffculty of using CLOUD appplications

Other, please specify 

More difficult than working on my own PC, tablet or smart phone

Similar to working on my own PC, tablet or smart phone

Is easier than working on my own PC, tablet or smart phone



38. Main work location is *

39. Introduction of CLOUD at work *

40. What industry is your main paid or voluntary work?

The Future

41. Please give any further comments on CLOUD computing. Not required.

Only me

2-20 people

21-100 people

101 - 1000 people

more than 1000 people

Alone

With co-workers in same office

With co-workers in several locations

Will make work easier for me

Will not present me with additional problems

Will make work harder for me

Will make work near impossible for me



42. List up to 5 wish list improvements in order of importance to you. Not required.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

43. If you would be willing to talk more about your cloud experiences please give your email, name &
contact phone, Not required.

Email:

44. Name & phone. Not required.

Name

Phone

Thank You!

Thank you for completing this survey. Your help is much appreciated.

A summary of the results will be available during September on Professor Diana Kornbrot’ web
site http://dianakornbrot.wordpress.com/projects/

http://dianakornbrot.wordpress.com/projects/

